JIMMY ONG

Ong’s figurative works on the other hand, treated the orthodox boundaries of this genre
with impunity. His imagery was provocative, with its sexually explicit subjects and flagrant
references to erotic poses. His nudes were not depicted as languorous, benign or bucolic.
Instead they were vigorous and virile, consensual, obsessive, rapacious, protective and
sometimes profoundly tender.

Wong Mei Sheong (‘Girl Wong’), Chinese Proverb Say:
One Look is Worth a Thousand Words,
1986, oil on canvas

Here, Ong’s friends are ‘coupled’ as married
partners or in familial relations - intentionally
adopting the propriety of formal family portraits. It is
not resemblance that Ong is occupied with but
reclaiming a sense of belonging, of existence, if only
through entirely fictional ancestries. His subjects are
depicted barefoot (as Chinese are in their homes)
and with ‘coded’ objects (jade bangle, toys, walking
cane) and pets that ‘mark’ each one’s identity and
for us to decipher. Their body language and
expressions together are revelatory of the complexity
of their relations with each other.

His figures are interlocked, bodily and in other ways, revealing and exposing them brutally
-rendering them powerful and sometimes intolerable to look at. In this sense, it is not the
sexually explicit or homoerotic material that should secure our attention but the
extraordinary shades of human nature that surface. In them, we find the fullness of the
human condition – we make out human foibles, indignities, ecstasy and glee, palpable
apathy and stoicism, desire and disappointments, triumphs and on-going wrestling with
demons. And the importance of having representations of human subjects – male or
female – move away from idealized archetypes and impoverished stereotypes to more
complex, richer renderings cannot be over-emphasized.
Jimmy Ong’s recent return to painting in Transfiguring: Part Two marks another critical
shift. Ong’s addresses physical and social migrations through his relocation to Vermont.
Being the only Chinese-Asian in the ‘waspy village’ (the acronym W.A.S.P for ‘white
anglo-saxon protestant’ to denote an elite social tier in US society), Ong re-imagines a
lineage of Asian ancestor portraits, rendered with a new twist as he deploys the stylistic
expressions of New England folk portraits (exemplified by artists such as Ammi Phillips
[1788-1865]).
Wong Mei Sheong (‘Girl Wong’),
Great to be A Dead Artist
1986, oil on canvas

In this Chinese in New England series, Ong
disciplines and ‘reins-in’ his eruptive Expressionistic
tendencies, even though random, ‘dripping and
scumbling techniques are more natural to my hands
and impatience’ [Interview with Artist, 2011]. This
intentional restraint and purposeful honing of form
and colour invoke the language of Ammi Phillip’s
19th century portraits with its faux naïve simplicity
and innocence.

Jimmy Ong, Li and Mei
2009, oil on canvas

Jimmy Ong, Winn and K
2006, oil on canvas

Jimmy Ong, Kong-An Sisters
2006, oil on canvas

Jimmy Ong, Peng and Tuck
2005, oil on canvas

Jimmi Ong
Eleventh Wrestling Woman
2000, Charcoal on paper

Wong Mei Sheong (who adopted the moniker of ‘Girl Wong’ during the
1980s) and Jimmy Ong emerged from these contexts. Both artists exhibited
their works at Arbour Fine Art (whose operations have now ceased). Ong was
forging a reputation for his irreverent portrait and figurative works that were
radically pushing conventions and Girl Wong’s rich paintings offered
alternative representations of the female body and of an artist’s identity.

The focus on how Ong has so brazenly depicted physical lust or blatant sexuality in his
works sometimes deflects us from seeing what is truly exceptional and ground-breaking
about his practice. His representations have granted his subjects a remarkable gamut of
human emotions and psychological character not seen before in this genre of local art
development.

Jimmi Ong
Siew Luan Sewing
1998, Charcoal on paper

Ong punctured all expectations of charcoal on paper when he emerged in the 1980s as
an artist of note. He handled the media with a new velocity and vigour that stretched the
media’s expressive potential. Singapore portraits, even when expressive, had tended to be
respectful of the protocols and propriety of commissioned sittings or nude ‘life sessions’.

The decade of the 1980s was a momentous period for contemporary art in
Singapore – paradigms were questioned and grounds were experiencing
significant shifts. Consciousness of the politics of the body, of problematic
representations of the female body or of alternative sexual orientations
surfaced in a surge of art works from local contemporary artists.
Self-Portrait Pregnant, 1991
charcoal on paper
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Jimmy Ong, 30 Mins
(from the Shophouse Transit Collection),
1985, pencil on paper
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Based in Vermont, USA, Jimmy Ong’s
recent works continue his pre-occupation
with the human figure by adopting the
intentionally formal, more ‘disciplined’
and stylised expressions that re-imagines
and satirises both Chinese ancestor
portraits and New England folk portraiture.
Noted as an exceptional contemporary
Asian artist, Ong has shifted parameters of orthodox
portraiture and figurative work in Singapore. Ong
studied at the Centre for Creative Studies in Detroit,
Michigan (1984), where he was awarded an
Alliance of Independent Colleges Arts Scholarship.
He subsequently studied at Studio Art Centre
International in Florence, Italy under the Anna K.
Meredith Scholarship, and later at the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts, Philadelphia, USA
[1989-1992].

We thought it made a good dialogue of our early works. Two separate and
parallel ‘exiles’ encountering domestic obligations.... transfiguring perhaps,
as artists at mid-career’.
-Jimmy Ong

Wong Mei Sheong , Mirror Mirror, 2007
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Based in Australia, Wong Mei Sheong’s
recent works explore her long-abiding
interest in the human condition through a
sensitive, effective combination of
printmaking techniques and processes.
Wong majored in Literature and
Philosophy as a graduate of the
University of Western Australia [1980],
subsequently pursuing fine art at the
l’Ecole Nationale Superieure des Beaux
Arts, Paris [1981-86]. Almost a decade
later, she completed her Masters of Art in
Environmental Studies [1995] at the
University of Adelaide. She resumed visual arts
studies at Adelaide Central School of Art; the Centre
for Creative Photography [2003-4] and majored in
printmaking from Adelaide College of the Arts
[2006-10].

The Private Museum
On behalf of The Private Museum and both artists, Wong Mei Sheong
and Jimmy Ong, we would like to extend our appreciation to:

Wong M.S
Go Away Mummy
2010

• Professor Chua Beng Huat & Dr. Kenson Kwok for their loan of
works for the exhibition;

Wong Mei Sheong (‘Girl Wong’), Like Being in a
Beehive When You’re Just a G.dd.mn Butterfly,
1986, oil on canvas

• Valentine Willie, Dionne Ng & Apple of Valentine Willie Fine Art for
all the help rendered;

Wong’s female figures are stripped of decorum – breasts and buttocks are unceremoniously exposed and her protagonists
appear unabashed about their flaws and vulnerabilities. Yet they are far from the femme fragile types. These personages
possess an amplitude, a curious muscularity and power that suggests an empowered, defiant stance even as they appeared
to be pursuing answers or expressing frustrations at their situations.

• Dr Andrew Allison, our dearest family, friends and teachers for their
continuous support.
Our BIG Thank You.

T H E P R I VAT E M U S E U M

Wong M.S., Eighty
2010, Intaglio print on archival paper

Wong M.S., Reader
2010, Intaglio print on archival paper

Opening Hours:
Mon to Fri : 10am to 6pm
Sat & Sun : 11am to 5pm
Public Holidays: 11am to 5pm
Other timings by appointment only

GETTING HERE:

Wong’s 1980s paintings dip into multiple sources from literary, biblical sources, familiar fables, folk mythology as well as art
history and iconography. Great to be a Dead Artist like many of her images intricately interweaves her own stories with larger
narratives – evoking icons of art history such Gauguin’s Yellow Christ and Mantegna’s Lamentations over Dead Christ.
Her recent works, exhibited in Transfiguring:Part Two – continues to explore narratives as in her signature Long Lankin series.
Long Langkin, the English legend/ballade of a bogeyman in childhood stories testify to the violence and dark edge simmering
in many nursery rhymes, fairy tales and oral traditions that have since been sanitized for contemporary consumption. Whilst
Wong’s interest in the enthralling aspect of folk tales remains unflagging – the stylistic tenor and temperament of her works
have undergone a palpable shift.

15 April – 27 May 2011

By Car :
Parking is available at
1 Church of St. Peter & St. Paul
3 Hotel Royal @ Queens

The Private Museum, founded by Singaporean philanthropist
and real estate developer Daniel Teo is situated in the heart of
the Museum Precinct in an arts and cultural centre at 51
Waterloo Street – within walking distance of the Singapore Art
Museum. This unique museum was established with the
objectives of providing a space for art collectors to showcase
their collections in a curated display as well as an alternative
platform for artists to push boundaries in the expressions of
various art forms. The museum’s public outreach program also
aims to bring collectors and artists closer to the general public
and to foster interest and support for art.

2 Waterloo Centre
4 NTUC Income Centre

By MRT :
Alight at City Hall and have a short walk. Take the circle line and alight at
Bras Basah.
By BUS :
7 / 14 / 16 / 36 / 77 / 111 / 128 / 131 / 162 / 171 / 175 / 502 / 502A /
502B / 518 / 587 / 590 /598 / 700 / 700A / 857

The finale of a two-part exhibition at The Private Museum, Recent Works
shifts the focus to the current prints and paintings of Wong Mei Sheong
and Jimmy Ong. Whilst Part One introduced works by both artists during
the 1980s - a momentous period for contemporary art in Singapore - Part
Two tracks their artistic development as they ventured overseas. Residing
and working outside Singapore, their ‘outsider’ status is compounded by
temporary ‘returns’ and re-orientations.

Wong Mei Sheong, Mirror Mirror, 2007

Wong M.S., The Frog That Didn’t…
1987, oil on canvas

51 Waterloo Street #02-06 Singapore 187969

Recent Works

Text is an excerpt and amended version from a full essay by Lindy
Poh, an art writer based in Singapore and reproduced on the
website www.theprivatemuseum.org

Wong M.S., Long Langkin No 6
2008

WONG MEI SHEONG & JIMMY ONG
@ The Private Museum

THE PRIVATE MUSEUM LTD

ARTISTS’ SESSION
16 April 2011, Saturday, 3:00pm
A personal encounter with Wong Mei Sheong and Jimmy Ong –
Singapore-born artists who reside outside Singapore but who return
regularly for various reasons. The session raises issues of the influence of
roots, legacies and the idea of ‘home’ and belonging on the development
of artistic practices.

Detail from Jimmy Ong, Peng and Tuck, 2005

This is nowhere more apparent than in Wong’s
Mummy series. While fantasies and fetishes
surface in her works of the 1980s, the amplitude
and fleshliness of the female body in Wong’s recent
prints carries a different resonance and dimension.
The female body is still ample and has expanded to
host a child - and the artist’s embracing of this new
presence in her life offers us a different fullness in
her representation of the female body.

PART TWO:

Wong Mei Sheong’s paintings of the 1980s offered images whose stylistic and emotional tenor stood out from local painters
in the figurative genre. With a background in literature and philosophy, it is not surprising that Wong deployed the strategies
and power of allegories, metaphors, myth-making and narrative story-telling in her 1980s paintings. Girl Wong’s paintings
were rich and sensuous – suggestive of a female subconscious and imagination charged with sexual under-currents.

PART TWO: RECENT WORKS
The finale of a two-part exhibition at The Private Museum, Recent Works
share the current prints and paintings of Wong Mei Sheong and Jimmy
Ong. Both artists had exhibited in Singapore during the 1980s – a period
of significant shifts in the local art scene – and both had subsequently
pursued their artistic development overseas. Residing and working
outside Singapore, their ‘outsider’ status is compounded by temporary
‘returns’ and re-orientations.

LOCATION:
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Wong’s prints and imagery have acquired an
understated quality, a shift from a ‘gendered’
perspective to a more encompassing interest in the
human condition, and a new attention to detail
effectively rendered by printmaking processes. Her
portfolio has also enlarged to include naturalistic
studies such as the old man in Eighty or the
voluptuous girl curled up on the sofa in The
Reader. A new openness, a mellowed sensibility
and ease with intimacy are all discernible in
Wong’s recent prints.

